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Abstract13

Despite of significant achievements made in the detection of target fruits, small fruit detection14

remains a great challenge, especially for immature small green fruits with a few pixels. The15

closeness of color between the fruit skins and the background greatly increases the difficulty16

of locating small target fruits in the natural orchard environment. In this paper, we propose17

a balanced feature pyramid network (BFP Net) for small apple detection. This network can18

balance information mapped to small apples from two perspectives: multiple-scale fruits on19

the different layers of FPN and a characteristic of a new extended feature from the output of20

ResNet conv1. Specifically, we design a weight-like feature fusion architecture on the lateral21

connection and top-down structure to alleviate the small-scale information imbalance on the22

different layers of FPN. Moreover, a new extended layer from ResNet50 conv1 is embedded into23

the lowest layer of standard FPN and a decoupled-aggregated module is devised on this new24

extended layer of FPN to complement spatial location information and relieve the problem of25

small apple locating. In addition, a feature Kullback-Leibler distillation loss is introduced to26

transfer favorable knowledge from the teacher model to the student. Experimental results show27

that APS of our method reaches 47.0%/42.2%/35.6% on the benchmark of the GreenApple,28

MinneApple, and Pascal VOC, respectively. Overall, our method is not only slightly better29

than some state-of-the-art methods but also has a good generalization performance.30
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1 Introduction31

Fruit detection [1][2][3], a fundamental task for intelligence agriculture [4][5], is the basis for the32

realization of yield prediction [6][7], pesticide spraying [8], fruit harvesting [9][10], and automatic33

monitoring of the whole process of fruit growth [11]. At present, the fruit detection algorithms34

are mainly based on the general object detection methods, which are optimized to use in the real35

orchard environment. However, the general object detection algorithms have the characteristic36

that the precision of small-scale objects is lower than that of large-scale objects. Strictly, the37

precision of small-scale objects is about half of that of large-scale objects [12], which greatly limits38

the improvement of fruit detection performance. Therefore, how to improve the precision of fruit39

detection, especially the precision of small fruits, has attracted the attention of many scholars at40

home and abroad. Currently, the biggest problem lies with no strict and clear definition of small41

objects. One definition refers to fruits with smaller physical size in the real world, such as small42

fruits in the early stages of growth. Another definition is based on the evaluation index of MS COCO43

[13] and defines the object area with the number of pixels less than 322 as the small objects. More44

precisely, objects defined by the latter are divided into small objects with 0 < area < 322, medium45

objects with 322 < area < 962, and large objects with area > 962 according to the number of pixels46

in the object area. In this paper, the latter is adopted to define the small apples.47

Traditional small object detection methods mainly based on the machine learning [14][15] and48

digital image processing such as texture information [16], geometric information [17], etc. were49

employed to identify and detect the target fruits. With the emergence of graphics processing units50

(GPUs), a series of small object detection models [18][19][20][21][22] have been proposed. The51

multiple-scale feature fusion architectures such as feature pyramid network (FPN) [23] and its vari-52

ants are a typical trick to improve the performance of small object detection. FPN incorporates53

multi-scale features through the lateral connections and a top-down structure. Since the small ob-54

jects occupying a small number of pixels cannot meet the needs of target detection, the contextual55

information is integrated into all objects [12], especially small-scale objects. Contextual information56

about objects can expand the receptive field of objects to complement features of small objects.57

Although the performance of small targets can be improved to some extent via contextual infor-58

mation, there is still a large gap between the detection precision of small targets and large objects59

[12]. The small number of pixels occupied by small objects is an important factor hindering the60

improvement of small object detection performance. Therefore, how to increase the small number of61

pixels occupied by small objects is still the key to solving the problem. Based on this point of view,62

a series of small object detection algorithms based on generative adversarial networks (GANs) such63

as ESRGAN [24], EESRGAN [25] are derived to generate high-resolution feature mapping and to64

increase the number of pixels of a small objects. An extended feature map from the output of the65

ResNet/ResNeXt conv1 without the pooling operation was introduced to generate a high-resolution66

feature map and a foreground-background-balanced loss based on the distillation mechanism was67

also applied to balance the foreground and background [26].68

In this paper, we take Faster R-CNN [27] as the baseline and optimize feature pyramid network69

to make it suitable for small apple detection. The Faster R-CNN consists of three components:70
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ResNet50 [28], FPN, and a detector. Although FPN can incorporate multiple-scale features, there71

are unbalanced characteristics of different scale information in each feature layer of FPN. In other72

words, the fusion feature by element-wise addition of equal proportion will affect the precision of73

small apple detection. To present this problem more clearly, we quantified the prediction results of74

different scales of apples on the different resolution feature layer of the FPN structure.75

Fig. 1 presents the prediction results of each feature layer of FPN on the Faster R-CNN based on76

GreenApple, where the horizontal axis represents a certain FPN layer under the standard FPN and77

the vertical axis represents the mean average precision of the corresponding feature layer. In Fig. 1,78

the precision of small apples falls dramatically with the increase of the number of layers compared79

with large-scale and medium-scale apples. Despite pyramid shape features being computed in an80

element-wise addition manner to incorporate multiple-resolution feature maps, the equal proportion81

addition way does not take into account the characteristics of the features of each layer. The equal82

proportion feature fusion way degrades the performance of small apple detection. Further, the83

precision of small apples is poor even on the lowest layer in the standard FPN. The main reason is84

that the pooling-based down-sampling is to filter out the small apples feature information, which85

leads to fewer features that can be mapped into small apples and makes it difficult to locate small86

apples.

Figure 1: The mean average precision of all apples, small-scale, medium-scale, large-scale apples on
the each layer of standard FPN of Faster R-CNN on the GreenApple.

87

To alleviate the information imbalance of multi-scale objects between each layer of FPN and88

difficulty locating small green apples, we propose a balanced feature pyramid network, namely89

BFP Net, which can balance information from multi-scale apples and the feature characteristic.90

Specifically, we design a weight-like feature pyramid fusion to balance the small apple information91

in each feature fusion structure of the vanilla FPN. Meanwhile, a feature of high resolution before92
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pooling in the backbone is first introduced as an extended feature embedded into the lowest layer93

of FPN. Here, this new feature is different from the extended feature in EFPN [26]. The EFPN94

extended feature comes from the output of the second stage of ResNet/ResNeXt without pooling95

layer while the new extended feature is the input of pooling layer. Then, we devise a decoupled-96

aggregated module with a feature filter to alleviate the problem of difficult locating and apply97

to the new extended layer of FPN. The dual-path decoupled module decouples a feature into a98

spatial-aware feature and a content-aware feature to relieve the problem of difficult location due to99

small pixels occupied by small apples and the closeness of color green apples between fruit skin and100

background. Note that the spatial-aware feature is utilized to complement the spatial information101

into a content-based feature map. An aggregated architecture is applied to incorporate spatial-102

aware and content-aware information in a point-wise addition manner. One significant advantage103

of the decoupled-aggregated module is that a feature with high resolution can contain both the104

semantic information and the location information of the small green apples. To make the consistent105

distribution of extended layer feature and the lowest feature of standard FPN, a Kullback-Leibler106

distillation loss is introduced to learn advantage knowledge from the teacher model to the student107

model.108

We evaluate our method and other state-of-the-art methods on the dataset benchmark of GreenAp-109

ple and MinneApple, where the performance of each component is evaluated on the GreenApple.110

The experimental results illustrate that our method is slightly better than other state-of-the-art111

methods on the GreenApple and MinneApple. In addition, our method has a strong generalization112

performance on the generic object detection dataset of Pascal VOC.113

For clarity, the main contributions of our work can be summarized as:114

• The balanced feature pyramid network is proposed to improve the performance of small apple115

detection.116

• A weight-like feature fusion structure is designed to balance feature information of small apples117

on different layers of standard FPN.118

• A decoupled-aggregated module with a feature filter is devised to decouple and aggregate119

features on the new extended layer differing from the EFPN, where the decoupled structure is120

applied to remedy difficult locating. In addition, a Kullback-Leibler distillation loss is applied121

to transfer advantage knowledge from the teacher model to the student.122

• Experiments demonstrate that our approach is slightly better than other state-of-the-art de-123

tectors on the GreenApple and MinneApple and our method has a good generalization ability124

on the Pascal VOC.125

The organizational structure of this article is as follows. Section 2 is related work that introduces126

the research status of small object detection, small fruit detection, and feature pyramid network and127

its variants. Section 3 elaborates on our method which mainly contains the overview architecture of128

our method and the details of each component. Experiments are conducted to validate our method in129

section 4, including evaluation metrics, experimental setting, ablation studies, experiments results,130

visualization, and qualitative analysis. The discussion and conclusion are presented in section 5.131
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2 Related Work132

2.1 Small Object Detection133

Due to the small objects with low shares in many datasets, the mean average precision of small ob-134

jects had poor performance. Data enhancement, feature super-resolution, and multi-scale features135

are used to capture adequate small object information. To increase the small object’s resolution136

that is similar enough to real large objects, Li et al. [29] proposed a perceptual generative adversar-137

ial network by narrowing the representation differences between small objects and large objects to138

alleviate the above problems. Noh et al. [18] designed a new feature-level super-resolution method139

with a supervisor signal to reduce the loss of the feature generator. However, simulated features140

are generated with the help of GAN, and the differences between features from the generator and141

the original feature maps affect the detection performance. Although the GAN-based methods can142

generate high-resolution images, the artifact features and fabricate fake textures lead to false posi-143

tives. Moreover, data augmentation is also applied to optimize small object detection performance.144

Kisantal et al. [30] analyzed the reason for low performance and proposed an augmentation type145

by copying-pasting small objects multiple times to improve performance. Cui et al. [19] proposed a146

context-aware module to fuse multiple scales feature maps and the feature receptive field with the147

help of dilated convolution. Although some achievements have been made in the detection of small148

targets, the further research about the small object is still needed compared with the precision of149

medium and large objects.150

2.2 Small Fruit Detection151

Recently, small fruit detection algorithms have achieved remarkable achievements. A series of object152

detection methods based on deep learning containing single-stage detectors and two-stage detectors153

are transferred into fruit detection. Hussain et al. [31] proposed a deep convolutional neural network154

to automatically distinguish similar fruits and vegetables with difficult real-world scenarios. To155

detect and distinguish the graspable and ungraspable apples, an improved YOLOv5 was devised via156

BottleneckCSP, SE module, and bonding fusion mode of feature maps by Yan et al. [32]. These157

above methods are mainly aimed at the target fruits with a large color difference between the target158

fruits and the background such as orange or red. For the target fruits with similar colors between159

the fruits and the background, the detection precision is slightly lower. Therefore, the precision160

of small green fruits requires further improvement, which attracts the attention of scholars from161

home and abroad. Jia et al [33] proposed an optimized Mask R-CNN to detect green overlapped162

apples. With the emergence of the attention mechanism and Transformer [34], the self-attention163

mechanism brings new inspirations to fruit detection. To detect immature/mature apples, the164

canopy-attention-YOLOv4 [35] was designed by introducing a convolutional block attention module165

to the generic YOLOv4 detector. A green pepper detection method [36] was proposed based on166

YOLOv4-tiny, which incorporates an attention mechanism and the idea of multi-scale prediction.167

However, Transformer-based methods require high memory and computing resources [37], which168

cannot meet the requirements of lightweight in fruit detection.169
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2.3 Feature Pyramid Network and its Variants170

Feature pyramid network was first proposed to incorporate shallow-level features and high-level171

semantic information. The shallow-level features contain rich texture information, edge information,172

etc. and the high-level features involve a lot of semantic information. To enhance the information173

flow, Liu et al. [38] proposed a path aggregation network by bottom-up feature fusion structure to174

enhance the all feature hierarchy with accurate localization signals in lower layers. Tan et al. [39]175

designed a weighted bi-directional feature pyramid network to fast and ease incorporate multiple-176

scale feature maps and also devised a compound scaling method for backbone, feature network, and177

box/class prediction networks. Moreover, a recursive feature pyramid architecture is designed by178

Qiao et al. [40] to incorporate extra feedback connections from FPNs into the bottom-up backbone179

layers. These feature fusion structures are mainly fused by extracting feature maps of different180

layers in the backbone network. However, the feature fusion structure does not take into account181

the characteristics of its fused features. Specifically, taking small apple detection as an example,182

the information that can be mapped to small-scale targets gradually decreases or even disappears183

with the increase of the network layer. This is not conducive to the detection of small-scale apples.184

Therefore, considering the imbalance of feature information at different sizes, we will alleviate the185

information imbalance of small apples from two perspectives: balancing information of different186

scales in the multi-resolution feature layers of FPN and constructing high-resolution feature mapping187

to locate apples.188

3 Materials and Methods189

In this section, the materials are introduced including three dataset benchmarks of GreenApple,190

MinneApple, and Pascal VOC first. Then, the overview of the balanced feature pyramid network is191

given. Next, the three components of our method are elaborated as follows.192

3.1 Materials193

Experiments are conducted on the GreenApple, MinneApple [41], and Pascal VOC [42]. Note that194

the GreenApple dataset is constructed for small green fruits detection and segmentation. MinneAp-195

ple is a public dataset for small fruit detection and segmentation to validate the effectiveness of our196

proposed method. The GreenApple dataset is described in detail as follows. Pascal VOC is also a197

public dataset for general object classification and detection to validate the generalization.198

GreenApple is a new green apple dataset, named GreenApple, containing 1361 images and199

7137 apple instances. The image acquisition device is a Canon EOS (Electro-Optical System) 80D200

SLR (Single-Lens Reflex) camera from 8:00 to 22:00. The collected images are stored in JPEG201

format and saved with a resolution of 6000×4000 pixels. The location of the image collection is the202

Longwangshan apple production base of the Fushan District, Yantai City, Shandong Province. The203

latitude and longitude coordinates of the image collection site are 121°3
′
east longitude and 37°4

′
204

north latitude. The apple category is Gala. All images from multiple perspectives with varying205
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illumination and weather conditions are collected. These images cover multiple fruit patterns such206

as single apple without occlusions, branches or leaf occlusion, and overlapped fruits.

Figure 2: Some original images and notated results on the GreenApple dataset. The top is original
images; the bottom is notated results.

Table 1: The division results of GreenApple Dataset. Note that small apples with area< 322,
Medium apples with 322 <area< 962 and large apples with area> 962 are counted.

Area Small 322 Medium 962 Large Total Apples Total Images
Training 2079/42.0% 1 1973/39.9% 0 890/18.0% 4943 953
Test 1022/46.5% 1 787/35.9% 0 384/17.5% 2194 408
Total 3101/43.4% 2 2760/38.7% 0 1274/17.8% 7137 1361

207

The boundaries of the fruits and background are labeled using LabelMe [43]. These images are208

resized to 600×400 pixels and normalized by the mean and variance of all images in our dataset.209

The original images and notated results are presented in Fig. 2. Statistically, according to the pixels210

occupied by each apple, the percentage of the small, medium, and large green apples of GreenApple211

dataset are 43.4%, 38.7%, and 17.8%, respectively. Lastly, the GreenApple Dataset is randomly212

divided into a training set and a test set based on the ratio of 7:3. The number and proportion of213

apple for small, medium, and large scales, as well as the total number of images and instances of214

apple, are introduced in Table 1.215

MinneApple [41] is a public apple dataset for apple detection and segmentation. It contains a216

training set publicly and a test set privately. The training set contains 670 images and 28183 apples217

instances to train and test the method. We randomly divide training into a training set and a test218

set by the proportion of 9:1. According to the apple area occupied by pixels number, the division219

results are presented in Table 2. Note that this dataset does not contain large-scale apples.220

Pascal VOC [42][44] is a public dataset for classification and detection. It consists of Pascal221

VOC 2007 and Pascal VOC 2012, containing 20 classes. Pascal VOC 2007 and Pascal VOC 2012222

trainval sets are considered as the training set, containing 16551 images. The test set of Pascal VOC223

2007 is viewed as the test set, including 4952 images to assess our method. The 47223 boxes and224

14976 boxes are included in the training set and test set, respectively. Pascal VOC is similar to the225

GreenApple dataset containing small, medium, and large-scale objects. The number of bounding226
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Table 2: The division results of MinneApple Dataset. Note that small apples with area < 322,
medium apples with 322 < area < 962, and large apples with area > 962 are counted.

Area Small 322 Medium 962 Large Total Apples Total Images
Training 22306/88.3% 0 2943/11.7% 0 0 25249 603
Test 2593/88.4% 0 341/11.6% 0 0 2934 67
Total 24899/88.3% 0 3284/11.7% 0 0 28183 670

boxes with small, medium and large scales in Pascal VOC 2007 and 2012 are counted as follows in227

Table 3.228

Table 3: The division results of Pascal VOC. Note that small objects with area < 322, medium
objects with 322 < area < 962, and large objects with area > 962 are counted.

Area Small 322 Medium 962 Large Total Boxes Total Images
Training 5300/11.2% 5 14525/30.7% 4 27389/57.9% 47223 16551
Test 1661/11.1% 3 5077/33.9% 2 8233/54.9% 14976 4952
Total 6961/11.1% 8 19602/31.5% 6 35622/57.2% 62199 21503

3.2 Overview of BFP Net229

Typical FPN incorporates shallow-level feature maps and high-level semantic information in an230

element-by-element addition manner through the top-down architecture with lateral connections.231

For multi-resolution features from different layers of FPN, the information characteristics between232

features are ignored. Specifically, shallow features contain the information mapped into all scales233

apples, while high-level features mainly are mapped into apples of medium and large scales. In other234

words, there is an information imbalance in feature mapping for multiple-scale fruits. In addition,235

due to small physical sizes in the real world and small green apples with the closeness of color236

between the fruit skins and the background under the orchard environment, these greatly increase237

the locating and recognition difficulty of small apples.238

To relieve the imbalance problem and difficulty of locating of small apple detection in an un-239

structured complex orchard environment, a balanced feature pyramid network is proposed with a240

weight-like feature fusion architecture and a decoupled-aggregated module with a Kullback-Leibler241

distillation loss for small apple detection, as shown in Fig. 3.242

Specifically, assuming that the feature maps of the original FPN structure are denoted by243

Ci(i = 1, 2, 3, 4) in the bottom-up structure and Fi(i = 1, 2, 3, 4) in the top-down structure, whose244

weight parameters are represented by k and t respectively. Meanwhile, a new extended feature245

map C0 with high-resolution is introduced from the output of conv1 in the ResNet, as shown in246

Table 4. This extended feature map differs from the extended feature of EFPN and C0 contains247

more spatial and content information due to its higher resolution. To balance spatial information248

and content information and alleviate the problem of difficult location of small apple detection, a249

decoupled-aggregated module is designed on this extended layer. To reduce the difference between250

an extended feature F0 and the feature maps F1, F1 and F0 are viewed as a teacher and a student251
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Figure 3: The overview of balanced feature pyramid network (BFP Net). The Ci(i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4)
refers to the input of FPN from the backbone of ResNet50 and the Fi(i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) denotes the

output of FPN. The top 4 layers of FPN are vanilla FPN layers. To balance the multi-scale
information on different layers, an element-wise addition feature fusion is replaced by a weight-like
element-wise addition feature fusion architecture in the vanilla FPN. A new extended layer before

pooling is embedded into vanilla FPN to remain a high-resolution feature. Here C0 and F0

represent the input and an output of the extended layer. A decoupled-aggregated module with a
feature filter is devised to extract content-aware and spatial-aware information. A Kullback-Leibler

distillation mechanism is applied to transfer favorable knowledge from F1 to F0. Finally, the
pyramid-shaped features (F0, F1, F2, F3, F4) are fed to the detector to detect small apples.

model respectively. With the help of the distillation mechanism, a Kullback-Leibler distillation loss252

is introduced to transfer knowledge. The overview of our proposed method is shown in Fig. 3.253

3.3 Weight-Like Feature Fusion Architecture254

The mean average precision of small object detection is about half that of large objects with state-of-255

the-art models in recent years [12]. Small green apples also have similar problems. By investigating256

the characteristics of the different level feature maps, it can be discovered that shallow features have257

ample information about small apples. However, an element-wise addition feature fusion with the258

proportion of 1:1 at different levels ignores the imbalance problem of multi-scale apple information259

on the different FPN feature layers.260

Enlightened by the different sensitivities of feature maps on different layers for different scales261

of apples, a weight-like feature fusion architecture is devised in Fig. 4. Two hyper-parameters262

are introduced, weight parameter k on the lateral connection and parameter t on the top-down263

pathway, respectively. For low-level feature maps, the weight-based feature maps on the bottom-264
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Table 4: The layer structure of Faster R-CNN, EFPN, and BFP Net (Ours). ResNet is applied as
the backbone of these methods.

Method Faster R-CNN [27] EFPN [26] BFP Net (Ours)
Input size (600, 400) (600, 400) (600, 400) (600, 400)
Stage 1 7×7, 64, s=2, pad=3 7×7, 64, s=2, pad=3 7×7, 64, s=2, pad=3
Output - - - C0: (300, 200)

Stage 2
3×3 max pool, s=2 - 3×3 max pool, s=2 3×3 max pool, s=2
Residual block(×3) Residual block(×3) Residual block (×3)

Output C2: (150, 100) C
′

2: (300, 200) C2: (150, 100) C1: (150, 100)

up architecture can be applied to incorporate more features of all-scale apples, especially small265

apples. While the high-level feature maps, the weight-like feature maps on the top-down structure266

can extract more semantic information. As shown in Fig. 4, k× denotes k times feature and t×267

represents t times feature.

Figure 4: The diagram of weight-like

268

The four features as input are fed to a detector in the original FPN. Assuming that the two269

features of the high layer are termed as high layer features on the standard FPN and the two features270

of the shallow layer are treated as shallow layer features. To preserve more feature information, the271

standard weight of the feature is set to 1. Mathematically, a feature map Fi can be described as272

Fi =

{
k · Ci+ ↑2× Fi+1 0 < i < 3

Ci + t· ↑2×Fi+1 3 ≤ i < 4
(1)

where k is the weight hyper-parameter of the lateral connection in the shallow level, Ci represents273

the feature map of i-th lateral connection; ↑2× denotes double up-sampling by nearest-neighbor274

interpolation, t is a weight parameter of the top-down architecture on the high layer. We take the275

feature layer F2 of the standard FPN as an example on the benchmark dataset of GreenApple. To276

facilitate the experiment, we set k to 2. The feature F2 is obtained by adding double the feature layer277

C2 and F3 after double up-sampling by nearest-neighbor interpolation in an element-wise addition278
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manner.279

3.4 Decoupled-Aggregated Module280

The original feature pyramid network pays attention to multiple-resolution feature fusion via lateral281

connections with a top-down structure. However, different levels of features on the FPN architecture282

have different sensitivities for small, medium, and large apples. One reason is that only high-283

level features with low-resolution are obtained and shallow information is ignored via a series of284

convolution and pooling operations. Another reason is that the small apples occupy fewer pixels285

and small green apples in the growth stage have the characteristic of similar color between fruit286

skin and the background. These greatly increase the locating difficulty of small green apples with287

area < 322. The FPN-based feature fusion architecture can incorporate shallow-level and high-level288

semantic information, ignoring spatial location information.

Figure 5: Decoupled-aggregated module.
The decoupled-aggregated module with a feature filter is composed of a decoupled block and an

aggregated block. The left is a feature filter to refine the feature. The middle is a decoupled block,
where the spatial-aware branch of the top is applied to complement spatial location information

and the content-aware branch of the bottom is adopted to capture global content information. The
right is an aggregated block to incorporate features. Note that PWC refers to point-wise

convolution.
289

To address the information imbalance problem between small apples and large apples, a new290

extended layer is also introduced to the FPN before the pooling operation, enlightened by the291

extended feature pyramid network [26]. The source of this extended feature is shown in Table292

4. This extended feature layer is obtained after a convolution operation and before pooling in293

the ResNet. However, this new extended feature not only contains abundant multiple-scales apple294

information but includes some noises. These noises would negatively impact the apple recognition295

and detection. Therefore, a feature filter is first introduced to discard disturbing noises and adjust296

the number of channels.297
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Inspired by the decoupling principle [45][46], a decoupled-aggregated module is devised to com-298

plement spatial information. The extended feature map can be decoupled into a content-aware299

feature and a spatial-aware feature. Point-wise addition is applied to aggregate features. This archi-300

tecture synthesizes spatial information and content information of images. The overview structure301

of the decoupled-aggregated feature block is shown in Fig. 5. The decoupled-aggregated module is302

elaborated on as follows.303

3.4.1 Feature Filter304

For the feature filter, a convolution operation with a batch normalization on the extended layer305

is utilized to reduce noise interference. Specifically, assuming that the input and output of the306

extended layer are C0 and F0, a convolution operation with a kernel size of 3×3, a stride of 2, and307

a padding of 1 are applied to filter interference noises. Next, a batch normalization is utilized to308

smooth features and obtain feature f .309

3.4.2 Decoupled and Aggregated Block310

For the decoupled-aggregated block, this module consists of a decoupled block and an aggregated311

block. The decoupled block can decompose a feature into two features, namely a spatial-aware312

feature map and a content-aware feature. Then, the aggregated block incorporates features in a313

point-wise addition manner. The decoupled module and aggregated module are described in detail314

as follows.315

For the spatial-aware branch, a point-wise convolution (PWC) with a normalization layer is316

adopted to capture a feature map fs with high resolution that can preserve spatial location informa-317

tion through two convolution operations with the normalization layer. Although the PWC ignores318

some spatial information [47], a high-resolution feature without pooling operation still preserve319

abundant spatial information [48].320

For the content-aware branch, enlightened by the squeeze and excitation idea in SENet [49] and321

attention mechanism [34], a global average pooling is first used to transform the feature shape from322

c× h×w to c× 1× 1, which enlarges the receptive field of the feature map from local to global. In323

other words, this operation is equivalent to an attention mechanism that can capture abundant global324

contextual information, which breaks the limitation that convolution only extracts local information.325

Next, a bottleneck-like architecture is utilized to extract features from the global receptive field. The326

bottleneck-like structure consists of two point-wise convolutions and a ReLU. Specifically, a point-327

wise convolution with a dimension reduction factor γ is applied to obtain feature information. The328

dimension reduction factor is applied to squeeze the channel number. A ReLU is activation function329

to prevent the gradient from disappearing. A point-wise convolution with channel c is utilized to330

stimulate more feature information, regulate channel number, and enhance feature representation331

capacity. A sigmoid function is adopted to rescale feature maps. Finally, a new feature map f
′
can332

be obtained. The f
′
is multiplied with the input feature f of the content-aware branch to obtain a333

content-based feature map fcont.334

For the aggregated block, a point-wise addition is applied to aggregate features with spatial-335
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aware, content-aware, and output of a residual structure on the decoupled block. Finally, the output336

of aggregated block can be obtained to feed to detector.337

Mathematically, the decoupled architecture can be described as follows. The input of the de-338

coupled block is defined as f . fs and fcont are viewed as outputs of the spatial-aware branch and339

content-aware branch. The output FDA of decoupled-aggregated can be formulated as:340

FDA = f + fs + fcont (2)

The feature map F0 can be described as:341

F0 = FDA + F1 (3)

where F1 is the feature map from the FPN; fs is obtained through a point-wise convolution operation342

with a kernel size of 1× 1 and a normalization operation. fcont is captured by the squeezing operation343

Sq(·) based on a global average pooling and exciting operation Ex(·) based on the bottleneck-like344

structure and a sigmoid. Specifically, Sq(·) is represented as follows:345

zc = Sq(f) =
1

H ×W

H∑
i=1

W∑
j=1

fc(i, j) (4)

where H,W,C refer to height, width, and channel number, respectively. fc(i, j) denotes the feature346

value of the c-th channel, i-th row and i-th column. zc is the global average pooling operation of347

the c-th channel. Ex(·)is formulated as348

f
′
= Ex(z, w1, w2) = σ(w2δ(w1, z)) (5)

where σ(·) denotes a sigmoid function, δ(·) refers to activation function of ReLU, wi refers to the349

weight of point-wise convolution operation of kernel 1×1 in the content-aware branch respectively,350

where w1 ∈ R(γC×C) refers the weight of the first convolution and w2 ∈ R(C×γC) is the weight of351

the second convolution. z represents the output of Sq(f). Finally, the output of the content-aware352

branch is calculated as follows:353

fcont = f ⊗ f
′

(6)

where ⊗ denotes the element-wise multiplication operator.354

3.5 Kullback-Leibler Distillation Loss355

Although the feature map on the extended layer has been filtered, decoupled and aggregated opera-356

tions, there will still be a few noise information. To make the distribution more consistent between357

feature map F1 and F0, a Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence loss function is introduced to relieve the358
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loss between features. The KL divergence DKL can be described as359

DKL(p||q) =
N∑
i=0

p(xi)(log
p(xi)

q(xi)
) (7)

where p and q are probability distribution of F1 and F0. The N refers to the product of batch size,360

channel, width and height of feature F1 or F0. The xi refers to the feature value of i-th position.361

DKL calculates the difference between probability p and probability q. The smaller the divergence362

value, the closer the relationship between probability q and probability p is. That is, the probability363

distribution of F0 is closer to that of F1. p and q can be described as:364

p = softmax(F1) (8)

365

q = log(softmax(F0)) (9)

where softmax(·) can be formulated as follows:366

softmax(xi) =
exp(xi)∑C
c=1 exp(xc)

(10)

where xi represents the i-th feature value of F1 or F0; the c refers the c-th channel where xi is367

located. C is the channel number. The exp(·) function is the x power of e.368

However, the KL loss can be transferred knowledge between F0 and F1 via the back-propagation369

algorithm. Therefore, to prevent the adversely interference of the KL loss to our method, the370

distillation mechanism is introduced as a supervisor signal to supervise KL loss. Given that the371

distillation temperature T , the feature map F1 and an extended feature map F0 are regarded as372

the teacher and student models, respectively. Mathematically, softmaxKD(·) can be optimized as373

follows:374

softmaxKD(xi, T ) =
exp(xi/T )∑C
c=1 exp(xc/T )

(11)

where xi represents the i-th feature value of F1 or F0; the c refers the c-th channel. C is the channel375

number. The final KL distillation loss can be formulated as follows:376

LKL−KD = DKL−KD · T 2 (12)

where DKL−KD represents KL loss of based on equation (7) and equation (11).377

In this paper, we adopt the Faster R-CNN [27] as the baseline, as an example. The total loss378

Loss can be described as follows:379

Loss = Lfrcnn + LKL−KD (13)

380

Lfrcnn(pi, ti) =
1

Ncls

∑
i
Lcls(pi, p

∗
i ) + ε

1

Nreg

∑
i
p∗iLreg(ti, t

∗
i ) (14)
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where Lcls represents the classification loss of cross entropy and Lreg refers to the regression loss381

of smooth L1 loss, pi is the predicted probability of anchor i. Ncls is the mini-batch size and Nreg382

refers to the number of anchor locations. ε represents a balancing weight. If the anchor is positive,383

the ground-truth label p∗i is 1; otherwise, p∗i is 0. ti is a vector that represents the coordinate of the384

predicted bounding box. t∗i is the vector representing the coordinate of the ground-truth bounding385

box.386

4 Results387

4.1 Evaluation Metrics388

In this paper, we adopt the precision (P ) and recall (R) [50] as the evaluation indexes. The P and389

R can be formulated on a certain intersection over union (IoU) [51] threshold as follows:390

P =
TP

TP + FP
(15)

391

R =
TP

TP + FN
(16)

where TP , FP , and FN refer to true positives, false positives, and false negatives. The mean392

average precision (AP ) and mean average recall (AR) under the IoU=[0.5:0.05:0.95] are applied to393

evaluate methods. To more clearly present the performance of objects at different scales, the average394

precision of small-scale, medium-scale, and large-scale objects are defined as APS , APM , APL. The395

average recall of small-scale, medium-scale, and large-scale objects are set to ARS , ARM , and ARL396

respectively.397

For the GreenApple, MinneApple and Pascal VOC dataset, considering the proportion of small,398

medium, and large objects and artificial selection of a single IoU can affect the quality of the method399

assessment. The mean average precision (AP ), and recall (AR) at IoU=[0.5:0.05:0.95] are reported.400

Moreover, AP50 and AP75 are also introduced to evaluate the performance of detection. In addition,401

we use #params to comprehensively measure the parameter quantity.402

4.2 Implementation Details403

Our approach and ablation experiments are implemented with a Faster R-CNN detector, where404

ResNet50 is applied as the backbone. All models are trained in a single NVIDIA 1080Ti GPU using405

PyTorch [52]. The original Faster R-CNN is first trained as the baseline. An SGD optimizer is406

utilized with the weight decay of 5e-4 and a momentum of 0.9. Our method is trained based on407

12 epochs. The step learning rate scheduler is applied to a learning rate adjustment strategy of408

our method, where the step size is set as 3. The aspect ratio size is set as [0.5, 1.0, 2.0]. For the409

hyper-parameters, the weight values k and t are both set to 2 to facilitate the experiment. The410

dimension reduction factor γ is set to 0.2. The distillation temperature T is set to 103. Further,411

to validate our method, experiments are conducted compared with state-of-the-art methods on the412

MinneApple and Pascal VOC.413
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4.3 Ablation Studies414

Ablation experiments are conducted on the GreenApple to validate each component and analyze415

the contributions of each component. Due to the limitation of computer computing resources, all416

experiments are based on the Faster R-CNN with the backbone of ResNet50 and FPN. Models417

are trained and tested using the training set and test set of GreenApple. Experimental results are418

presented in Table 5. It can be observed that the APS and ARS of baseline on small apples are 45.7%419

and 55.1% under the IoU=[0.5:0.05:0.95] respectively. Further, the precision and recall of our method420

on small apple detection are 47.0% and 57.2%, increased by 1.3% and 2.1% respectively. When421

only a weight-like feature fusion architecture is adopted, the APS and ARS are 46.1% and 55.7%422

increased by 0.4% and 0.6% for small apple detection respectively. When a weight-like feature fusion423

architecture and a decoupled-aggregated module are adopted at the same time, the precision and424

recall are 46.7% and 56.9%, increasing by 1.0% and 1.8% respectively. To improve the stability during425

training, a distillation loss improves the precision by 0.3% for small apples. It can be concluded that426

each block can improve the precision of small apple detection.

Table 5: Performance of each component on the GreenApple test set. Note that D-A refers to the
decoupled-aggregated module.

Weight-like D-A Loss APS APM APL ARS ARM ARL AP50 AP75 AP
45.7 68.3 88.4 55.1 74.4 92.1 85.9 69.3 62.3

✓ 46.1 68.5 87.9 55.7 74.4 91.4 85.8 70.2 62.2
✓ ✓ 46.7 68.6 86.5 56.9 75.1 90.8 86.8 69.5 62.2
✓ ✓ ✓ 47.0 68.1 87.5 57.2 75.4 91.2 86.7 69.1 62.3

427

The bigger the weight, the better? The performance of our network is evaluated for different428

weight parameters with a decoupled-aggregated module and a KL distillation loss, as shown in Table429

6. We assume that k and t are set from 1 to 4 to evaluate the precision and recall of different scales430

apples under different parameters. It is noteworthy that k and t are two different hyper-parameters.431

In this paper, we adopt same values and take integer values to simplify the experiment to verify the432

validity of our method. It can be observed that AP and APS do not increase with the magnified433

weight. When k and t take 2, APS and ARS get the optimal value of 47.0% and 57.2%, increased434

by 1.3% and 2.1% compared with the baseline of Faster R-CNN. It can be seen that our method can435

improve small apple detection performance in Table 6. Note that when the weight is set as 1, our436

method is equivalent to without the weight-like feature fusion architecture. While the precision for437

small apple detection is improved, the precision of medium and large apple detection is slightly lower438

with the weight of 2. Although APM and APL are slightly smaller, finally, the weight is empirically439

assigned as 2 for optimal performance considering the mean average precision of the small, medium,440

and large scales comprehensively. Therefore, the weight-like feature fusion structure can effectively441

improve the precision of small apple detection.442

Importance of decoupled block The performance of the spatial branch and content branch443

are tried to assess respectively. Experiments are conducted for every branch with the weight-like444

feature fusion structure, feature filter, and aggregated feature module. Experimental results are445

presented in Table 7. Only spatial-aware branches or content-aware branches can improve the446
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Table 6: Performance of different weights on the GreenApple test set. To simplify the experiment,
we take the same value for k and t. Meanwhile, values of k and t are integers.

k t APS APM APL ARS ARM ARL AP50 AP75 AP
1 1 46.8 68.4 86.3 56.3 75.0 90.5 86.1 68.7 61.9
2 2 47.0 68.1 87.5 57.2 75.4 91.2 86.7 69.1 62.3
3 3 46.2 68.9 86.8 56.8 75.6 91.0 87.2 70.3 62.7
4 4 46.2 67.1 85.5 56.5 73.8 89.5 86.4 68.1 61.2

performance of our proposed model by 1.1% and 0.6%. The precision can be improved by 1.3%447

using two branches of the spatial-aware and content-aware branches. It can be observed that the448

decoupled-aggregated feature block with the single spatial feature or single content feature can449

improve slightly our model. Compared with the content-aware branch, the spatial-aware branch can450

significantly improve the precision of small apple detection. Firstly, it benefits from the fact that the451

input of the extended layer feature is a high-resolution feature; Secondly, the output of the spatial452

sensing branch only goes through the two convolution operations with the normalization layer and453

does not go through the down-sampling of pooling, which can retain more feature information that454

can be mapped to small apples. Thus, it can be concluded that spatial architecture can play a greater455

role than the content-aware branch. The spatial branch is necessary for capturing object structure456

information via the point-wise convolution without down-sampling. Content-aware branch obtains457

global contextual feature information by global average pooling, which breaks the limitation that458

convolution only extracts features locally. In contrast, the feature decoupled block and aggregated459

block can effectively improve the recognition precision of small apple detection. A feature map from460

the spatial-aware architecture is indispensable for supplying spatial information about the target.

Table 7: The performance of our method based on different branches

Spatial Content APS APM APL ARS ARM ARL AP50 AP75 AP
✓ 46.8 68.6 87.2 57.6 75.5 91.1 86.9 70.0 62.4

✓ 46.3 68.8 86.2 56.5 75.5 90.5 86.8 69.5 62.2
✓ ✓ 47.0 68.1 87.5 57.2 75.4 91.2 86.7 69.1 62.3

461

4.4 Results on the GreenApple462

Some state-of-the-art methods are compared with our method on the GreenApple and the results463

are shown in Table 8. All comparison models are trained and tested based on MMDetection [53] on464

a single NVIDIA 1080Ti GPU. The ResNet50 and FPN architecture are utilized as the backbone465

and neck. Precision and recall are applied as the evaluation indicators. For comparison methods, an466

SGD optimizer is adopted with an initial learning rate of 0.0025, a momentum of 0.9, and a weight467

decay of 5e-4. 1× schedule and 12 epochs with 2 images per GPU are applied to reduce required468

computing resources. The step size and gamma are set to 3 and 0.33. To analyze the performance of469

all methods for small, medium, and large apples, the precision, and recall are evaluated at different470

scales based on the evaluation index of IoU=[0.5:0.05:0.95], IoU=0.5, and IoU=0.75. The dimension471

reduction factor γ is set to 0.2. The distillation temperature is set to 103.472
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(a) GreenApple

(b) MinneApple

Figure 6: The visualization results of BFP Net on the GreenApple and MinneApple. The left images
are prediction results and the right images are a detail of the red rectangular boxes. Note that we
rotate the prediction results of MinneApple 90°clockwise. (a) GreenApple (b) MinneApple

In Table 8, experimental results are presented on the GreenApple. Compared with Faster R-CNN473

based on the ResNet50, APS and ARS of our method can achieve 47.0% and 57.2% increased by474

1.3% and 2.1%. It can be observed that BFP Net outperforms the Faster R-CNN and its variants475

for small apple detection. To better observe the detection performance of BFP Net, we present476

the prediction results of an image, as shown in Fig 6(a). The figure on the left shows the overall477

prediction results of the image and the figure on the right shows the local results corresponding to the478

red rectangle. Therefore, experimental results illuminate that BFP Net can improve the precision479

of small apple detection. The APS and AP on the GreenApple test set can reach 47.0% and 62.3%.480

In addition, CARAFE, SABL, Dynamic R-CNN, and PISA are applied to compare the effective-481

ness of BFP Net for small apple detection. The APS of our method is increased by 3.2%, 0.3%, 1.4%,482

2.7%, 0.2%, and 1.7% compared with CARAFE [54], SABL [55], Dynamic R-CNN [56], PISA [57],483

Mask R-CNN [58], and Groie [59]. Meanwhile, the ARS can be better than other state-of-the-art484

methods based on small apples, i.e. 57.2% vs 53.0% and 57.2% vs 54.8%, respectively. Therefore,485

our method is better than other state-of-the-art models for small apple detection.486

In Fig. 7, the precision-recall (P-R) curve of CARAFE and BFP Net are shown on the GreenAp-487

ple test set. The area enclosed by the P-R curve and the two coordinate axes can be applied to488

evaluate the quality of a model. When the P-R curve of one model is surrounded by the precision-489
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Table 8: Our proposed method and comparison results on the GreenApple test set.

Method APS APM APL ARS RM ARL AP50 AP75 AP AR
CARAFE [54] 43.8 67.5 86.2 53.0 72.6 89.4 85.3 66.8 60.1 66.4
SABL [55] 46.7 69.6 87.7 55.0 75.3 90.8 86.6 68.3 62.4 68.6
Dynamic R-CNN [56] 45.6 68.5 86.5 53.2 73.6 89.7 85.5 67.8 61.3 67.0
PISA [57] 44.3 68.5 85.1 54.8 84.0 88.3 85.6 67.6 60.9 67.6
Mask R-CNN [58] 46.8 68.6 86.0 54.5 74.1 89.1 86.8 68.7 61.8 67.6
Groie [59] 45.3 68.3 86.7 52.8 73.6 89.6 86.7 68.0 61.3 66.7
Faster R-CNN [27] 45.7 68.3 88.4 55.1 74.4 92.1 85.9 69.3 62.3 68.5
BFP Net 47.0 68.1 87.5 57.2 75.4 91.2 86.7 69.1 62.3 69.7

recall curve of another model, the latter model is better than the former model [50]. The P-R curves490

are drawn based on IoU=0.5:0.05:0.95 about CARAFE and our method firstly. It can be found that491

the area enclosed by P-R curves and two coordinate axes under the certain IoU threshold of our492

method is larger than that of CARAFE. It can be concluded that with the increase of IoU, the effect493

of the model is more significant. Compared with CARAFE, ours performance can be better than494

other methods when the IoU threshold is greater than 0.6.

(a) CARAFE (b) BFP-Net(Ours)

Figure 7: P-R curve of our model and CARAFE based on all thresholds of [0.5,0.95] on the GreenAp-
ple. (a) CARAFE (b) Ours

495

To more clearly show the effectiveness of our proposed model at a specific threshold, 0.75 is496

adopted for the IoU threshold as an example to draw the P-R curves of BFP Net and CARAFE497

for different scales of fruits, as shown in Fig. 8. Blue and orange lines are the effects of BFP Net498

and CARAFE. From this picture, BFP Net has a significant effect on apple detection, especially on499

small and medium apple detection.500

To evaluate the model more comprehensively, we also use the #params to evaluate the perfor-501

mance of our method. The evaluation results of parameters are shown in Table 9. In Table 9, it can502

be observed that the #params of BFP Net is 42.55M. Compared with the baseline of Faster R-CNN,503

the #params of our method increased by 1.43M. Therefore, we can conclude that the BFP Net can504
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(a) Small apples (b) Medium apples

(c) Large apples (d) All apples

Figure 8: Comparison precision and recall of BFP Net and CARAFE with IoU=0.75 on the GreenAp-
ple test set. (a) Small apples (b) Medium apples (c) Large apples (d) All apples

improve the detection performance of small apple detection without increasing a large number of505

parameters.506

4.5 Results on the MinneApple507

To validate our method, MinneApple is applied to assess BFP Net and other state-of-the-art meth-508

ods. The results are presented in Table 10. It can be found that our method can outperform other509

state-of-the-art methods. The APS and ARS of our method are 42.2% and 48.2%, increased by 1.0%510

and 1.3% respectively, compared with the baseline of Faster R-CNN. Note that APL and ARL are -1511

because there is no large-scale apples. A prediction image is presented in Fig. 6(b). The orange and512

blue bounding boxes represent the prediction and ground-truth bounding boxes, respectively. By513

comprehensively analyzing the prediction results and visualization results, we can concluded that514

our method is applicable to small apple detection in a real orchard environment.515
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Table 9: Analysis of model parameters.

Method Input Size #params
CARAFE [54] (3, 600, 400) 46.73M
SABL [55] (3, 600, 400) 41.91M
Dynamic R-CNN [56] (3, 600, 400) 41.12M
PISA [57] (3, 600, 400) 41.12M
Mask R-CNN [58] (3, 600, 400) 43.75M
Groie [59] (3, 600, 400) 43.02M
Faster R-CNN [27] (3, 600, 400) 41.12M
BFP Net (3, 600, 400) 42.55M

We also compared BFP Net with many state-of-the-art models, and the results are presented in516

Table 10. It can be observed that the APS is increased by 1.3%, 1.7%, 3.6%, 0.3%, 1.3%, and 1.2%,517

compared with CARAFE [54], SABL [55], Dynamic R-CNN [56], PISA [57], Mask R-CNN [58], and518

Groie [59]. Meanwhile, APM ,APL, and AP of BFP Net outperform some state-of-the-art methods519

in Table 10. Similarity, ARS ,ARM ,ARL, and AR are better than comparison models. Overall, BFP520

Net can outperform some state-of-the-art methods on the MinneApple.521

Table 10: Comparison results on the MinneApple

Method APS APM APL ARS ARM ARL AP50 AP75 AP AR
CARAFE [54] 40.9 55.4 -1 46.5 63.9 -1 82.6 37.5 42.0 48.5
SABL [55] 40.5 57.4 -1 46.4 66.3 -1 81.5 37.7 42.0 48.7
Dynamic R-CNN [56] 38.6 53.4 -1 44.7 62.6 -1 81.7 33.9 39.9 46.8
PISA [57] 41.9 57.5 -1 47.9 65.6 -1 84.5 39.3 43.4 49.9
Mask R-CNN [58] 40.9 55.1 -1 46.6 63.8 -1 82.9 37.7 42.0 48.6
Groie [59] 41.0 55.3 -1 46.7 63.9 -1 82.6 38.0 42.3 48.7
Faster R-CNN [27] 41.2 56.3 -1 46.9 65.0 -1 83.1 38.8 42.6 49.0
BFP Net 42.2 58.3 -1 48.2 66.8 -1 84.6 40.6 43.5 50.4

4.6 Results on the Pascal VOC522

We also verified the generalization ability by the generic object detection dataset of Pascal VOC.523

The experimental results are presented in Table 11 In Table 11, experimental results of our proposed524

method and baseline show that the APS and ARS of our method can achieve 35.6% and 48.9%,525

increased by 5.0% and 10.4% based on IoU=[0.5:0.05:0.95], compared with Faster R-CNN. The APM526

and ARM can reach 42.9% and 57.1%. On the whole, BFP Net outperforms the baseline of Faster527

R-CNN on the Pascal VOC.528

Meanwhile, we also validated and compared our method with some state-of-the-art models in529

Table 11. It can be observed that the APS , APM , ARS , and ARM of BFP Net are better than some530

state-of-the-art methods, which illustrates that our method can be better than some state-of-the-art531

models on the small-scale objects and medium-scale objects. However, the ARL and ARL are 54.3%532

and 82.1%, which is better than of CARAFE [54] and Dynamic R-CNN [56], PISA [57], and baseline533

but is slightly lower than SABL [55], Mask R-CNN [58], Groie [59].534
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For this phenomenon, compared with the apple fruits with a class of apple and shape of spherical535

in the real orchard environment, we found that the number of categories in Pascal VOC is large than536

that of MinneApple/GreenApple and the shapes of samples in each category are complex and diverse,537

which greatly increases the difficulty of target detection. Although BFP Net is not completely538

superior to the comparison models, on the whole, the BFP Net has a strong generalization ability539

for detecting the general object, especially for small target detection.540

Table 11: Our proposed method and comparison results on the Pascal VOC 2007 test set based on
the threshold of [0.5:0.05:0.95].

Method APS APM APL ARS ARM ARL AP50 AP75 AP AR
CARAFE [54] 26.7 40.2 54.0 38.1 49.2 63.5 81.0 54.4 50.2 59.9
SABL [55] 28.5 42.7 57.0 39.8 52.4 67.6 79.3 56.9 52.9 63.7
Dynamic R-CNN [56] 29.8 41.7 53.8 36.2 50.2 63.2 79.8 54.9 50.7 60.0
PISA [57] 27.5 40.4 52.6 38.1 48.8 62.1 80.0 53.3 49.3 58.9
Mask R-CNN [58] 32.0 41.3 57.0 43.3 53.2 67.0 83.6 57.8 53.0 63.7
Groie [59] 29.6 40.7 56.7 39.9 50.2 66.7 83.7 57.3 52.6 62.5
Faster R-CNN [27] 27.1 40.0 51.6 38.5 48.8 62.0 80.1 51.2 48.5 58.9
BFP Net 35.6 42.9 54.3 48.9 57.1 65.9 82.1 56.2 51.4 63.8

4.7 Visualization541

To present clear detection results, BFP Net and some state-of-the-art models are visualized based542

on the GreenApple. The weight file obtained from the training set is applied to validate the model543

on the GreenApple test set. The visualization results are presented on the image through the orange544

rectangular box annotated with category and precision. Note that the category and precision of the545

target are located at the top left of the target rectangle. In addition, the ground-truth bounding546

box are presented with blue color.547

Some visualization results about state-of-the-art models, baseline (Faster R-CNN) and our method548

are shown on the GreenApple, as shown in Fig. 9. Specifically, visualization results of CARAFE,549

Dynamic R-CNN, PISA, SABL, Faster R-CNN (baseline), and BFP Net are presented using 4 cases.550

From this figure, it can conclude that many methods can detect small apples with closeness of color551

between skin fruits and background in the real complex orchard environment. Compared with other552

state-of-the-art methods, our method can effectively improve the precision of small apple detection.553

It can be concluded that our method is suitable for for small apple detection to handle real-world554

complexities with varying light conditions, as well as occlusion or overlapped fruits.555

4.8 Qualitative Results556

To further validate our method, we qualitatively analyze our method and CARAFE on the bench-557

mark dataset of GreenApple, MinneApple and Pascal VOC. Four prediction results from GreenApple558

and MinneApple are selected to analyze the effectiveness of the BFP Net and CARAFE, as shown559

in Fig 10.560
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(a) CARAFE

(b) Dynamic R-CNN

(c) PISA

(d) SABL

(e) Faster R-CNN

(f) BFP Net (Ours)

Figure 9: Visualization results of BFP Net and some state-of-the-art methods on the GreenApple.
The four images cases in each line represent the four visualization results of corresponding method.
The visualization methods contain CARAFE, Dynamic R-CNN, PISA, SABL, Faster R-CNN and
BFP Net (Ours) from top to bottom. Note that the blue bounding box refers to the ground-
truth bounding box and the orange bounding box represents the prediction bounding box on the
GreenApple test set.
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(a) #case 1 (b) #case 2

(c) #case 3 (d) #case 4

(e) #case 1 (f) #case 2

(g) #case 3 (h) #case 4

Figure 10: Qualitative results about the CARAFE and BFP Net (Ours) on the GreenApple, Min-
neApple. Each dataset shows four samples for qualitative analysis. Noted that the blue bounding
boxes are the ground-truth bounding boxes; the orange bounding boxes are the prediction bounding
boxes. The (a)-(d) are the results of GreenApple and (e)-(h) are results of MinneApple.
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Detection results of GreenApple and MinneApple are shown in Fig. 10. It can be observed561

that precision of the BFP Net is higher than that of CARAFE. Although the apples is small and562

the color of the fruit skin is similar to the background, small apples can still be recognized in563

GreenApple. Compared with CARAFE based on ResNet50 with the FPN, BFP Net is better on564

the GreenApple and MinneApple, especially in small and dense fruits scene. Overall, our method565

has strong competitiveness on large public datasets.566

In addition, we also analyze the prediction results on the Pascal VOC. The results illustrated that567

our method has good generalization ability. To make the visualization results of qualitative analysis568

more consistent with this journal, we only show the visualization results based on GreenApple and569

MinneApple in Fig 10.570

5 Discussion and Conclusion571

5.1 Discussion572

The effectiveness of variants of general object detection and small object detection for small apple573

detection has been widely in a series of studies [31–36]. In this article, a balanced feature pyramid574

network achieved the precision improvement of small apple detection. The balanced feature pyramid575

network could be directly embedded into existing object detectors to detect small apples, which had576

great potential for an unstructured orchard environment.577

In previous studies, fruit detection methods based on conventional machine learning and deep578

learning had been widely used. The results of the deep learning method always outperformed579

machine learning methods [60]. Manually extracted features from a series of small apple detection580

methods based on machine learning could not be comprehensively acquired [61], which leads to low581

efficiency and high labor cost. On the other hand, some generic object detection models based on582

deep learning are not completely suitable for fruit detection, due to small objects with fewer pixels583

under the complex natural orchard environment and the closeness of color between fruit skin and584

background for small fruits. The precision/accuracy of small objects is half of the large objects585

[12]. The unbalanced traits between multiple scales fruits limit the improvement of small target586

performance. The potential of multi-scale information imbalance could not be fully revealed.587

Balanced multiple-resolution feature fusion and spatial information presented promising results588

for small apple detection. Incorporating multiple fine-grained scales apple features and multiple-589

resolution pyramid features can acquire a better precision for small apple detection. Some studies590

have studied multiple scales objects [62][19]. Overall, these methods showed that aggregating mul-591

tiple scales object features and pyramid features can balance different scales features. The good592

performances illustrated that balanced different scales features, and different characteristic features593

on the extended layer have the great potential to aggregate more information for small apple detec-594

tion.595

Extended feature extracted abundant traits of multiple-scale apples. The fusion of extended596

features and pyramid-shaped multiple-scales features aggregated different scale features. The re-597

sults proved that using the extended feature with high resolution had the potential to improve the598
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precision of small apple identification and detection. In many studies, the authors also extended599

features on the feature fusion architecture to aggregate multiple-scales features and enhance the600

strong representation ability of apple features [26].601

Moreover, the variations of performance gain between the weight-like feature fusion structure602

and decoupled aggregated block with a KL distillation loss can be roughly evaluated. Compared603

with a limited feature from the backbone on the weight-like feature fusion architecture, an extended604

feature through decoupled aggregated block with a distillation loss can generate more feature gain605

to improve the performance of small apple detection. Compared with a lightweight content-aware606

up-sample operator in CARAFE [54], the weight-like feature fusion structure by balancing reliable607

features from the backbone could acquire more fine-grained fruits traits. Similarly, some artifact608

features and fabricated fake textures constructed by small object detection methods based on the609

GAN lead to false positives [18]. It can be concluded that the reliable feature from original images610

could generate more gains compared with artifacts features. For the decoupled aggregated block611

with a loss function, an abundant feature from before pooling remains more features of small-scale612

apple, which can obtain more gain compared with a limited feature. In ablation studies, these views613

had proved that an unlimited feature was more helpful to optimize small fruit detection performance.614

The results presented the potential of the balanced reliable feature with abundant information, and615

more efforts should be made to balance reliable features. In addition, proposal region or sample616

assign strategy etc. [55][56][57][59] for detector were also designed to optimize the precision in617

many studies. Given the poor performance of small targets compared to large-scale targets, the618

optimization of target detectors has limitations for small-scale target performance improvement,619

and the results have been validated.620

With the emergence of feature extraction and multiple scales feature fusion techniques, pheno-621

typing features with strong representation ability can be obtained from different aspects. How to622

balance information features of different scales to recognize and detect multiple-scales apples during623

the whole process of fruit growth to maturity is of importance. Information balance of multiple624

aspects and scales provided an effective alternative to balance multiple scales features and spa-625

tial/semantic information on the extended layer. The performance of information balance for small626

apple detection proved that the information balance of different traits was promising. Therefore,627

different views could be analyzed to assess the effectiveness of small apple detection. The informa-628

tion balance of multiple perspectives will provide more fine-grained information and alleviate the629

problem of blurred boundaries on small apples, and how to effectively balance the phenotyping traits630

from multiple views remain a challenging issue. This article provided an efficient choice for infor-631

mation balance of different scales phenotyping features for small apple detection in real complex632

orchard environments, which could aggregate information from different perspectives to apply to633

the problem of the closeness color between fruit skin and the background of branches and leaves.634

Last but not least, we directly chose an existing detector to detect small apples but this detector635

cannot completely apply to the detection of different fruit scales in the whole process of fruit growth.636

How optimize the fruit detector and making it suitable for small fruit/vegetable detection is also637

a potential alternative, which could provide some technical support for yield prediction, picking of638

mature fruits, and automatic monitoring of agriculture.639
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5.2 Conclusion640

In conclusion, balanced the apples information of different scales from two perspectives of multiple-641

scale fruits on the different layers of FPN and a characteristic of an extended feature has a certain642

effect on reducing the gap of apples information of different scales. The BFP Net presents strong643

potential to improve the performance of small apple detection. The experimental results also illus-644

trated that a weight-like feature fusion structure can refine multiple-scale feature information. A645

decoupled-aggregated module can balance spatial-aware information and content-aware information646

to complements the spatial information of small apples based on an extended layer. The Kullback-647

Leibler distillation loss make the feature distribution consistent between a high-level feature and ex-648

tended feature map. The results demonstrate that each component of the balanced feature pyramid649

network facilitates the improvement of small apple detection precision, in particular, the precision of650

small apple localization. In addition, this method has the ability to improve the precision without651

adding a large number of parameters. This method can not only be applied to other small apple652

detection based on feature pyramid feature fusion architecture, but also provide a reference for other653

fruit/vegetable detection.654
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